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ABSTRACT
Surface structures on the basal plane of hematite crystals from many localities have
been observed with a phase contrast microscope. Patterns formed by naturaletchingare
distinguished from the growth patterns, and their characteristics are described. The
mechanism of etching is explained on the basis of these observations.
Etching principally takes place two-dimensionally. It preferentially starts at the step of
growth layers or at the edges of screw dislocations which terminate on the surface. Etch
pits are formed evenly all over the surface and the depth of etching is in the order of two or
three unit cell heights. These features are explained on the basis of surface imperfections
and an unsaturated zone on the finished surface of a crystal. It is also suggested that thd
depth of an unsaturated zone is that of two or three unit cells. From the Cifierence in
degree of etching, growth conditions of different localities are discussed.

INrnonucrroN
Most studies on natural etching of minerals published so far are mainly
concernedwith the morphology of etch pits or the relation betweenetch
figuresand the symmetry of the face concerned(Honess, 1927).In the
field of metallurgy, attention has been paid to the relation between etch
pits and dislocation points. It is well established that etching preferentially starts at a dislocation point in the caseof metals. It is also widely
believed that the process of dissolution is entirely the same as that of
growth, but in the oppositedirection. If this is so, etching processshould
also be two-dimensional,since the growth of crystals takes place mainly
by two-dimensional spreading of layers. Ifowever, except in one case
(Patel, 1957),most observationson etching patterns have reported that
they are three-dimensional(Honess,1927).Sincemost previousobservations have been made with microscopeswithout phasecontrast, it is possible that very thin etch featureshave beenmissed.
The writer has made de.tailedobservations on the surface structures of
the basal plane of natural hematite crystals from different localities with
a very sensitivephasecontrast microscope.The microscopeused in this
study is so sensitivethat it can reveal growth layers having step height
down to 2.3 A (Sunagawa,1958,1961).Someof theseobservationson the
growth patterns have been reported in this journal (Sunagawa, 1962). It
was noticed that some of the surface patterns can be explained only in
terms of etching, although they look like growth patterns. Careful observationshave been carried out on thesespecialpatterns, and it is found
that etching principally takes place two-dimensionally,as in the caseof
growth, and that only when screw dislocation points terminate on the
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surface, can etching start from these dislocation points and be effectively
three-dimensional.However no preferential etching has been observedat
the dislocation points of spirals. These observations give a view of the
etching processentirely difierent from the results of previous studies.
OssrnverroNs UNoBn Low MacNrFrcATroN
As already reported in this journal (Sunagawa, 1962), the surface of
the basal plane consistsof many layers parallel to the plane. one or several centers, which are always elevations and thus growth centers, are
usually observedon'the surface.These surfacepatterns are clearly formed
by growth originating from these centers.
The surfaceof the basal plane of some crystals from the Azores Islands
also consistsof layers, which appear at first sight to be growth patterns'
However, there are two distinct differencesfrom the usual growth patterns. These differencesare shown by photomicrographs as follows.

Fro. 1. Photomicrograph showing natural etching on the basal face of hematite
from the Azores Islands. X10.
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Fro' 2 Photomicrograph showing pronounced naturar etching
of hematite. There
ts no center, and the edges of layers are remarkably concave.
Xg.

layers consisting of triangular centers have a concave form if
they are
seenfrom the higher side. Figure 2 showsan extreme casein which
there
is no center at all, and the fronts of layers are remarkabry concave.
Two
characteristicsobservedhere can not be explainedon the basisof
srowth
mechanism,for the following reasons:
1' It is impossible to explain the existence of a large number
of depression centers on one
surface by growth rn some cases,a few depression circles can
be formed at the praces
which are not filled up by growth fronts spreading from several
directions, but this
is certainlv not the case here, since no elevation centers but
only depression centers
are observed in some cases.
2. Looking from the higher side, growth fronts should
take convex form, concave
fronts being theoreticaly impossible in the case of growth.
rf etching takes place
two dimensionally, etch fronts should have concave form, as
schematicilly shown in
Fis.3.

Therefore, it is safe to conclude that the surfacepatterns observed
on
these crystals are in fact formed by etching, although they
look like
growth patterns.
Theseobservationsclearly show that the etching processis two-dimensional,as growth is, and that the direction of etching is opposite
to that of
growth.
OrsnnverroNs WrrH A pHASE Conrn.q,sr MrcnoscopB
Unetched crystals usually have a molecularly flat surface of growth
layers. Even when the surface is examined with a powerful phase
con-
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Etch pits

Theseobservationsclearly show the following two points;
l

Etch pits do not deepen themselves three-dimensionaily, but develop
two-dimensionally after their depth has reached two or three unit cell height.
2 Etching progresses two-dimensionany, exposing a new fresh
surface behincr.

grourth

atchlrg
Frc. 3. Schematic diagrarn of growth and etch fronts. Dots indicate
hieher side.
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etch
Frc. 4. (left) Positive phase contrast photomicrograph showing pronounced
pits. X190.
of the surface
Frc. 5. (right) Flat bottom depressions formed by pronounced etching
contrast'
X190'
phase
Positive
layers.
thick
of

Etching along growthJronts
spilals
on somecrystalsfrom the AzoresIslands,triangular or circular
differ
spirals
These
layers.
growth
are observed on the surface of thick

smoother surface than the original one.
1948)
Figure 7a shows fringes oi equal chromatic order (Tolansky'
three
fringes'
these
From
patterns'
running across one of there spiral
points are clear:
1. The original step height of the spiral is very small,
step height of the
2. The depth of the etcied part is large compared with the original
spiral, and found to be about 50 A,
3. The surface of the etched part is very smooth'

drawn
Therefore, the profile of these etched spirals can be schematically
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Frc. 6. (a) Ieft), (b) right). Positive phase contrast photomicrographs showing
typical spirals which have been naturally etched. X230.

as in Fig. 7b. This shows that etching preferentially starts from growth
fronts, but at first deepensto two or three unit cell depth and then develops two-dimensionally. This depth is the same order as that of etch
pits.
Figure 8 shows three examples of triangular conesarranged according
to the degreeof etching; (1) unetchedtriangular cones;(2) slightly etched
along the fronts; and (3) strongly etchedtriangular cones.The phenomenon of preferentialetching is quite a universal feature.

Ftc. 7. (a) (upper) Fringes of equal chromatic order on an etched spiral. (b) (lower)
Schematic profile of an etched spiral. Dots show the oresent surface. and dashed lines the
orginal surface of the crystal.
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arransed
cones
Frc'8'Positive
on*"":r,Til:il"rJ#:::r:Tl#
9rs:"r
According to the studiesof etch pits of metals, it is generallybelieved
that etch pits are preferentially formed at the dislocationpoints' However, as can be clearly seenin Figs. 7 and 8, evidenceof preferential etch-

Frc. 9. Positive phase contrast photomicrograph of one of the simplest depression
soirals observed on the basal face of hematite' X880'
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ing at the dislocation points is not observed at the center of a spiral
pattern, which is a termination point of a screw dislocation
on the sur_

Depressionsph als
on the surfaceof thick layers or at the bottom of circular depressionsof
the crystals from the Azores rslands, depressionspirals are commonly ob-

Frc' 10. Two examples of complicated depressionspirals.positive phase
contrast. X195.

served. Figure 9 is an example of the simplest depressionspirals observed
on the surface of a thick layer. Two right handed spirals are observed on
this photomicrograph. At the center, the spacing between successive
arms is wide, but alter a few turns it decreases.one noteworthy point is
that thesespiralshave saw-toothfronts. Figure 10 showstwo examplesof
fairly complex depressionspirals. At the bottom of most of the circular
centers, spiral depressionsoriginating from a group or a row of dislocations are also observed. Generally speaking, these depression spirals
have more complex patterns than usual elevation spirals, and the spacing
betweensuccessivearms becomesnarrower af ter a few turns.
As described in the previous paper on the mechanism of growth of
hematite (sunagawa,1962),somedepressionspiralscan be formed on the
surface of thick growth layers by growth. However, this mechanism can
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not be applied to the depressionspirals observed here, for the following
reasons.
1. Spiral fronts sometimes have saw-tooth structure'
circles, which are
2. \iarry depression spirals are situated at the bottom of depression
etching'
{ormed
by
considered to be
3. Most of the spirals observed on one surface are depressions
4'Themorphologyofthesespiralsdiffersfromthatofbothelevationanddepression
spirals formed bY growth.

Now, considerthat a screwdislocation(not a spiral hillock) terminates
edge
on the surfacewhen the crystal is etched. Since there is a dislocation
edge,
exposed on the surface, etching will preferentially start from the

rt
,3

]
:

o

b

cd
Frc.ll.Diagramsshowingtheprocessofformationofadepressionspiralbyetching.

schematicand the etch front will rotate around the dislocation point, as
etching'
by
formed
are
spirals
depression
ally shown in Fig. 11. Thus,
in this case too' the processof etching is principally two-dimensional'
effecbut becauseetch fronts rotate around the dislocationpoint, it is
tively three-dimensional'
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Depressioncir cular centers
As described-earlier,there are many depressioncircles on the surface of
the crystals from the Azores Islands. In many cases,only depressioncirclescan be observedon the surface,and no elevationcenters.
When the surface of these depressioncircles is observed under a phase
contrast microscope,it is noticed in many casesthat there are depression
spirals originating from a row or a group of dislocations.Therefore, it can
be said that most of the depressioncirclesare formed by etchingalong dislocation edges.However, no depressionspiral is observedon some of the
depressioncircles.Figure 12 is a phasecontrast photomicrographof the

l,$
Frc. 12. A positive phase contrast photomicrograph showing the formation of depression circles by many pronounced concave etch fronts. Irregular lines are overgrown
foreign material. X 185.

depressioncirclesof this type. In this photomicrograph,it is noticed that
the circlesare not complete, and that they actually consist of pronounced
concaveetch fronts. Therefore,it is believedthat someof the depression
circlesare formed by pronouncedconcaveetch fronts.
OsspnvarroNs oN THE Cnvsr,lrs Fnolr Orunn Loc.+rrrros
The above observations were made on the crystals from the Azores
Islands, Portugal. Similar investigation has been carried out on the
crystals from the following localities; Ayumikotan, Sasazawa,Sagano-
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shima, Gihofuji (Japan); Vesuvius,Stromboli (Italy); Ascensionfsland;
British West Indies.
None of these crystals exhibits pronounced etch pattern as observedon
the crystals from the Azores Islands. Their surface structures are all
typical growth patterns consisting of a few elevation growth centers and
growth centers and growth layers parallel to the basal plane. No depression centershave been observedon thesecrystals.
Ilowever, on somecrystalsfrom Ayumikotan, Saganoshima,Stromboii
and the British West Indies, some evidencesof weak etching have been
observed.On some crystals from Ayumikotan and Saganoshima,irregu-

Frc. 13.A positive phase contrast photomicrograph of natural etch patterns on the
basalface of hematite from Ayumikotan, Japan. X 185.

lar depressionpatterns o{ very small depth have been observed, a phase
contrast photomicrograph of a typical example of which is shown in Fig.
13. Triangular etch pits are also observed on some crystals from Saganoshima. Minute etch pits along growth fronts of elevation spirals are
observed on the crystals from Stromboli. Some of the crystals from the
British West Indies show two-dimensional etching along the edgesof very
thin growth layers. In any case,etching features are fundamentally similar to those of the crystals from the Azores Islands, and the two-dimensional etching process can be clearly seen in every case, although the
degreeof etching is much less.
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Now, all hematite crystals examined in this study come from volcanic
lava, and not from hydrothermal or contact deposits. They clearly
crystallized when iron chloride gas, which originates from a magma
reservoir and migrates through lavas as a post-volcanic action, meets
oxidation conditions such as underground water, etc. Therefore, after
forming Fe2O3,Clwill combine with H in water forming HCl, which is a
strong etching agent of hematite. Thus, if more water is supplied, more
HCI will be formed, which will result in stronger etching.
Crystals from the Azores Islands come from Ponta de Serreta, Tereceira Island, which is a very small volcanic island in the ocean.Therefore,
it is possiblethat the crystals have grown under the sea,under which conditions more HCI is expected to be formed. As a result, crystals are
strongly etched. Saganoshima and Stromboli are also volcanic islands,
and crystals from Ayumikotan occur in andesitic agglomerate situated
near the seacoast. Crystals from theselocalitiesshow etching phenomenon, though it is weaker than the caseof the Azores Islands. On the contrary, crystals from Sasazawa,Gihofuji, Vesuvius and British West Indies occur in volcanic lava flow of inland volcanoes,and they do not show
clear evidence of natural etching. Therefore, it is concluded that the
degreeof etching is due to the water supply, and that the crystals grown
in the lava of submarine volcanoes receive stronger etching than the
crystals grown in the lavas of inland volcanoes.
Sulrueny AND CoNCLUSToNS
Surface structures of the basal plane of many hematite crystals from
difierent localitieshave been observedwith a phasecontrast microscope.
Among thesecrystals, those from the Azores Islands show clear evidences
of natural etching. Characteristicsof natural etch patterns observedon
thesecrystalsare summarizedas follows:
1. Coarse pattern.
a) Coarse surface structures look like growth patterns commonly observed on the
crystals from other local_ities.
b) Many circular depression centers are observed on the surface, and sometimes
there are only depression centers and no elevation centers.
c) Fronts of layers show remarkable concave form.
2. Fine structures.
a) Etch pits do not deepen three-dimensionally, but develop two-dimensionally
after their depth has reached two or three unit cell height.
b) Fresh surface is exposed by etching.
c) Etching preferentially takes place along the edges of growth layers, and no predominate etching has been observed at the dislocation points of growth spirals.
d) When the edges of screw dislocations are terminated on the surface, etching preferentially starts at these edges and rotates around the dislocation points, thus
{orming depression spirals.
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From these observations,the following conclusionsare clear:
1. Etching principally takes place two-dimensionally, and preferentially starts at the
places where there are steps or imperfections on the surface,
2. At the same time, minute etch pits are formed evenly all over the surface,
3. Depth of etching is greater than the height of thinnest growth layers and of the
order of two or three unit cell heights, both in the case of etching along steps and
etch pits,
4. Fresh surface is exposed by etching.

As reported by the writer (Sunagawa, 1962), growth of hematite takes
place by two-dimensional spreading and piling up of growth layers paralIel to the basal plane. Therefore, the processof etching is fundamentally
the same as that of growth, but different in the direction and in the unit
of depth or height. This processof etching is quite reasonableand there is
no need of further explanation, though such a process has never been
found in previousstudies.
However, further consideration is necessary about the reasons for
points 2,3 and 4. Sinceetch pits are formed evenly all over the surface
and do not deepenthree-dimensionally,it is possiblethat thesepoints are
neither screw nor edge dislocation points, but the normal surfaceitself. It
is difficult to draw a conclusiveexplanation as to why etch pits are formed
evenly, why the depth of etching is in the order of two or three unit cell
heights, or why fresh surface is exposedby etching. However, as one of
the most plausible explanations, the following can be proposed.
It is well known that the growing surface of a crystal is unsaturated or
incomplete.Even when growth is finished,the uppermostsurfaceremains
unsaturated. The depth of the unsaturated zone.is not yet clarified.
Therefore, the finished surface will contain many vacancies, etc., from
which etching can start. If etching starts from thesepoints, etch pits thus
formed will deepenuntil they reach a saturated zone. They can then not
deepenfurther, and will develop sideways. Since the surface thus exposed
by etching is the top surface of the saturated zone, it has a fresh and
smoother surface than the original one, as is actually observed. Therefore, if we accept this explanation, all phenomena observed are satisfactorily accountedfor. Furthermore, it can be said that the depth of unsaturated zone of a hematite crystal is in the order of two or three unit
cell heights.
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